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New Exhibit Challenges Visitors with Race into Deep Space 
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A young woman trains for an imaginary mission to Mars in Space Center Houston’s summer exhibit, 
“Space: A Journey to Our Future,” May 23-Sept. 7. Navigate your own mission, collect data and explore 
deep space in this hands-on exhibit. Tickets at the door range from $18.95 for children to $23.95 for 
adults with discounts for seniors and active military. Save $3 and skip the ticket lines by buying online, or 
become a Space Center Houston Member for as little as $26.95 and return free as often as you like 
during the year with free parking, special events and much more. For more information on the center, visit 
spacecenter.org or call (281) 244-2100. 
 
Photo courtesy of Evergreen Exhibitions. 
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Visitors will l earn about the race into deep space with interactive exhibits in Space Center Houston’s 
summer exhibit, “Space: A Journey to Our Future,” May 23-Sept. 7. Plan your own mission to Mars and 
learn how to sustain life upon on a distant planet.  Tickets at the door range from $18.95 for children to 
$23.95 for adults with discounts for seniors and active military. Save $3 and skip the ticket lines by buying 
online, or become a Space Center Houston Member for as little as $26.95 and return free as often as you 
like during the year with free parking, special events and much more. For more information on the center, 
visit spacecenter.org or call (281) 244-2100. 
 
Photo courtesy of Evergreen Exhibitions. 
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A boy takes a spin on a self-powered cyclitron, or “space bike,” in Space Center Houston’s new summer 
exhibit, “Space: A Journey to Our Future,” May 23-Sept. 7. Visitors will get a sense of what G-force 
pressure is like for an astronaut in this immersive exhibit. Tickets at the door range from $18.95 for 
children to $23.95 for adults with discounts for seniors and active military. Save $3 and skip the ticket 
lines by buying online, or become a Space Center Houston Member for as little as $26.95 and return free 
as often as you like during the year with free parking, special events and much more. For more 
information on the center, visit spacecenter.org or call (281) 244-2100. 
 
Photo courtesy of Evergreen Exhibitions. 
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The Manned Space Flight Education Foundation Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit space museum with an 
extensive science education program. The cornerstone of its science education mission is Space Center 
Houston, which USA Today called “The Big Draw” in the greater Houston area with more than 800,000 
visitors annually and a $45 million economic impact on the greater Houston area. Space Center Houston 
is Houston’s first and only Smithsonian Affiliate and the official visitor center of NASA Johnson Space 
Center.  The center draws more than 100,000 teachers and students annually from around the world. For 
more information, go to www.spacecenter.org. 
 
SOURCE: Manned Space Flight Education Foundation Inc. 
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